3IXSTEPSTOGETYOUR
lNANCESSORTED

January is
the time
to review
your business and
personal
lNANCES
Kevin Connolly,
lNANCESPECIALIST 4EAGASC
2URAL%CONOMY
Development
Programme.
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Get organised
4HEAMOUNTOFOFlCEWORKISGROWING
STEADILY ASTHEREISANEVER INCREASING
AMOUNTOFADMINISTRATIONINVOLVEDIN
RUNNINGAFARM)NTHEPASTATEMPORARY
SPACEINTHECORNEROFALIVINGROOM
WOULDOFTENHAVEBEENADEQUATE BUT
THISISNOLONGERTHECASE
3ETUPADEDICATEDROOMINTHEHOUSE
ORFARMBUILDINGS THEFARMOFlCE WHERE
YOUCANLEAVEWORKUNDISTURBED!S
AMINIMUM YOUNEEDADESK AlXED
PLACETOSETUPYOURCOMPUTERAND
PRINTERWHEREITISEASYTOTURNONAND
USE9OUALSONEEDAlLINGCABINET A
NOTICEBOARD ANDANINOUTTRAY
4HEINTRAYISFORPAPERWORKTHAT
REQUIRESATTENTIONANDTHEOUTTRAYISFOR
PAPERWORKTHATHASBEENDEALTWITHAND
CANBElLED0OSTSHOULDBEOPENEDTHE
DAYITARRIVESANDBEBINNED DEALTWITH

STRAIGHTAWAYANDEITHERlLEDORPUTIN
THEOUTTRAYFORlLING ORBEKEPTINTHEIN
TRAYFORFURTHERATTENTION
/NCEAWEEK GOTHROUGHBOTHTRAYS
ANDCLEARTHEMnDEALINGWITHALLTHE
OUTSTANDINGPAPERWORKINTHEINTRAYAND
lLINGALLTHEPAPERWORKINTHEOUTTRAY)T
MIGHTBETIMETOGEARYOURSELFUPTOUSE
YOURCOMPUTERTOHELPWITHTHESEADMIN
TASKS
4HEREARESOMEEXCELLENTCOMPUTER
TOOLSAVAILABLETOHELPYOUWITHlNANCIAL
RECORDS GRASSLANDMANAGEMENT FARM
COMPLIANCETASKSANDLIVESTOCKFERTILITY
MANAGEMENT
!SKOTHERSWHATTHEYlNDUSEFULAND
MAKEAPOINTOFLEARNINGHOWTOUSE
THEMDURINGTHELONGEVENINGSSOTHAT
YOUAREUPTOSPEEDWHENTHEWORKING
DAYSTARTSTOLENGTHEN

Avail of the new Teagasc
0ROlT-ONITORBENElTS
For 2019, Teagasc has introduced a
new feature called the multi-year report.
This report addresses the need to know
whether this year was better or worse
than last year and by how much.
The report stacks together the data
ENTEREDINTHESYSTEMFROMTHELASTlVE
years and allows breakdown of the
lGURESBYSELECTEDMEASURESnPER
hectare of land, per head of suckler cow/

"UILDYOURlNANCIALUNDERSTANDING
2EVIEWYOURFARMSPERFORMANCEIN
 ADIFlCULTANDEXPENSIVEYEARFOR
MANY4HEAIMISTOBUILDYOURUNDERSTANDINGOFHOWTHEFARMSlNANCES
REACTEDTOIT4HE4EAGASC0ROlT-ONITOR
SERVICECANHELPYOUTOLOOKATTHEKEY
COMPONENTSOFWHATDROVETHEFARMS
lNANCIALPERFORMANCELASTYEARAND
PREVIOUSYEARS
4HEREHAVEBEENSOMENEWREPORTINGUPDATESADDEDTOTHE4EAGASC
0ROlT-ONITORnSEElGUREINPOINTTHREE
nWHICHSHOULDHELPINGETTINGANAPPRECIATIONOFTHElGURES#OMPARINGLAST
YEARSlNANCIALPERFORMANCEWITHTHE
PREVIOUSYEARCANINDICATEHOWTHEFARM
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COPEDWITHTHElNANCIALPRESSURESAND
HIGHLIGHTCHANGESTHATCOULDHELPYOU
HANDLEDIFlCULTYEARSMOREEFFECTIVELY
)TISIMPORTANTTOLOOKATTHETRENDSIN
INCOMEANDSPENDINGOVERANUMBER
OFYEARS!RETHETRENDSININCOMEAND
SPENDINGVARYINGMUCHORISTHEREA
PATTERN#ANYOUEXPLAINWHYCERTAIN
YEARSDONTFOLLOWTHEGENERALTRENDFOR
YOURFARMMIGHTBEONEOFTHOSE
YEARSWHERETHEREAREALOTOFUNUSUAL
lGURESSHOWINGONYOUR0ROlT-ONITOR
3ATISFYINGYOURSELFTHATTHESElGURESARE
EXPLAINEDBYTHEIRREGULARCIRCUMSTANCESLASTYEARWILLGIVEYOUCONlDENCEFOR
THEYEARAHEAD

dairy cow/ewe, litre of milk, tonne of crop
SOLDnFOREACHGIVENYEAR4HISISSIMILAR
to the dairy, cattle, sheep, tillage and pig
DETAILEDREPORTSWHICHUSERSOFTHE0ROlT
Monitor are familiar with.
Key measures can be shown in bar
charts to make it easier to spot trends.
4HENEWPROlTCOMPARISONGRAPHHELPS
to trace through the main changes in the
FACTORSTHATDETERMINETHEFARMPROlT

4HINKABOUTYOURSUCCESSIONPLANS
Thoughts about succession might seem
premature if you see yourself as a young
FARMER BUTTHEYEARSmYBY0ARTOFYOUR
planning process should be to prepare
FORANALTERNATIVEINCOMEINRETIREMENT
ANDTOSECUREYOURESTATEINTHEEVENTOF
your untimely passing.
One of the ways you can prepare is to
contribute to a pension plan during your
working years.
The less you need from the farm, the
MOREFREEDOMYOURSUCCESSORWILLHAVE
TOINVESTINTHEBUSINESS
!SAMINIMUM EVERYOWNEROFASSETS
OFANYKINDSHOULDHAVEAWILLINPLACE

outlining how they want their estate to
BEDISTRIBUTEDONTHEIRDEATH%VERYONE
knows about the importance of wills, but
AHIGHPROPORTIONOFPEOPLEDONTHAVE
them in place on their passing.
)FYOUHAVENTMADEAWILL INTESTACY
rules (meaning no will in place) kick in
and rule how the deceased person’s asSETSARETOBEDIVIDED
-AKINGAWILLINVOLVESSOMETHINKING
ANDAVISITTOTHESOLICITOR BUTITISAFAIRLY
STRAIGHTFORWARDPROCESS)FYOUHAVENT
already done this, regardless of your
AGE DOITNOWnYOURDEPENDENTSWILL
thank you for it.

Continued
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Become more familiar with the features
ANDBENElTSOFONLINEBANKING
Most of us are now accessing information on our bank accounts online. The
BANKSHAVEPUTASIGNIlCANTEFFORTINTO
their online systems to make getting
access to our accounts, safely, a little
bit easier, although there are still some
login and security password hurdles.
One of the main reasons for the level
of security around online banking at
the moment is that the scope of what
can be done online is increasing
beyond balance checking and viewing
transactions online.
You can transfer money between
your own accounts and to external
accounts, you can set up regular
transfers (also called standing orders)
between accounts, you can schedule
future transfers of funds from your
ACCOUNTSONASPECIlCDATEANDWITH
some banks you can now set up additional new saving accounts, and in
some cases basic current accounts,
using their online systems.
It is important to check on the fees
and charges applying to bank services
with your own bank, but the ability to
easily set up a savings account and
quickly move money between acCOUNTSCANBEAUSEFULlNANCIALMANagement tool. An emergency reserve
fund that can be used as a safety net
FORTHEBUSINESSWHENCASHmOWCOMES
under pressure is a useful thing to
have.
Using online banking to access and
manage these accounts helps greatly
INCASHmOWMANAGEMENTnKEEPING
EXCESSCASHlLTEREDOUTOFYOURWORK-

ing current account and into a reserve
account using a banking app or your
PC desktop interface can be done in
minutes.
Many people now use stocking loans
or credit lines as a source of short-term
credit during the year. These accounts
require that funds are transferred to
a current account when required and
also that money is transferred back to
pay down the debt balance and to ensure the general 30 days in credit rule
is adhered to. Online banking using a
computer or your mobile phone provides a quick way of doing this, which
reduces the interest costs and gives a
feeling of better control over the bank
credit you use.
One other useful feature of most
online banking systems is the ability to look at the sources and uses of
CASHmOWINGTHROUGHYOURACCOUNTS

These systems now allow you to look
ATMONEYmOWSBYINCOMEOREXPENSE
category using the information picked
up by the bank when the transaction is
registered.
!WORDOFCAUTIONHEREnWHERE
cheques are used as the main method
for paying bills, then there will be no
information captured electronically
relating to the payment.
Where a bank debit card is used,
then the name of the payee is picked
up and the main area of business of
the payee is attached to the transaction. Try to use the debit card issued
with your current account whenever
YOUCANnNOTONLYWILLITGIVEYOUMORE
information on your transactions which
you can see on the statements, but
it will also cost you less than using
cheques, as the bank charges are
lower.

'ETAlNANCIALREVIEW
If you haven’t taken a serious look at
YOURPERSONALlNANCESFORAWHILE MAKE
ANAPPOINTMENTWITHAlNANCIALADVISOR
to do this early in 2019. Locating an
INDEPENDENTADVISORCANBEDIFlCULT 
but should ensure that you get the most
impartial advice on all the possible options available.
Before any meeting, gather details of
savings accounts, insurance policies,
pension plans, life assurance and
illness cover policies you and your
spouse are contributing to.
Get up-to-date balances of all the
DEBTSYOUOWEnMORTGAGE CREDITCARD 
CARLOANSANDlNANCECOMMITMENTSn
make sure to note down the remaining
years left and the interest rate being
charged on each.
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Pulling together this information could
be an eye-opener in itself.
4RYNOTTOFORGETANYTHINGnCHECKYOUR
BANKSTATEMENTUSINGONLINEBANKINGn
see above) for any direct debits that are
going out of your account towards these
various commitments.
You will also need to put some thought
into what you are looking to achieve
as regards wealth creation or wealth
security over the next number of years
in the short term and longer into your
retirement years.
This may centre around providing for
children’s education needs or being
mortgage-free by a certain age or other
targets. Being clear about what you
want to achieve will help your adviser
lNDTHEBESTOPTIONSFORYOU

